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Getting the books dovecot r heinlein now is not type of inspiring means. You could not lonely going with
books accretion or library or borrowing from your connections to edit them. This is an unquestionably
simple means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This online revelation dovecot r heinlein can be
one of the options to accompany you similar to having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. recognize me, the e-book will utterly broadcast you supplementary event to
read. Just invest tiny grow old to log on this on-line statement dovecot r heinlein as skillfully as
evaluation them wherever you are now.
Books. Sciendo can meet all publishing needs for authors of academic and ... Also, a complete
presentation of publishing services for book authors can be found ...
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Postfix is a Mail Transfer Agent (MTA): software that mail servers use to route email. Postfix is highly
respected by experts for its secure design and tremendous reliability. And new users like it because
it's so simple to configure. In fact, Postfix has been adopted as the default MTA on Mac OS X. It is
also compatible with sendmail, so that existing scripts and programs continue to work seamlessly after
it is installed. Postfix was written by well-known security expert Wietse Venema, who reviewed this book
intensively during its entire development. Author Kyle Dent covers a wide range of Postfix tasks, from
virtual hosting to controls for unsolicited commercial email. While basic configuration of Postfix is
easy, every site has unique needs that call for a certain amount of study. This book, with careful
background explanations and generous examples, eases readers from the basic configuration to the full
power of Postfix. It discusses the Postfix interfaces to various tools that round out a fully scalable
and highly secure email system. These tools include POP, IMAP, LDAP, MySQL, Simple Authentication and
Security Layer (SASL), and Transport Layer Security (TLS, an upgrade of SSL). A reference section for
Postfix configuration parameters and an installation guide are included. Topics include: Basic
installation and configuration DNS configuration for email Working with POP/IMAP servers Hosting
multiple domains (virtual hosting) Mailing lists Handling unsolicited email (spam blocking) Security
through SASL and TLS From compiling and installing Postfix to troubleshooting, Postfix: The Definitive
Guide offers system administrators and anyone who deals with Postfix an all-in-one, comprehensive
tutorial and reference to this MTA.
After 10 years of development the Dovecot IMAP server is now a benchmark in terms of stability, range of
features and performance. Whether you need a single IMAP server for small user groups, a cluster system
with high availability for enterprises with several thousand employees, or a complex infrastructure with
directors, caching proxies and active/active setups for Internet Service Providers, Dovecot offers
concepts and solutions for all kinds of requirements without becoming too complex. Based on extensive
experience of many Dovecot projects, this book supports administrators during the conceptual design
phase, helps avoid errors and strategically wrong decisions, and shows how to implement different
configurations by means of concrete and reproducible instructions.
This book will offer broad coverage to instruct both the large ISP and the small business network
administrator on how to install and configure a full featured Internet email system with a minimum
amount of expense. This is possible using the Linux Operating System which supplies all of the necessary
server software, the Postfix email software package, and Public Domain client email software on the
client PC's. This book also includes educational information that can be used by network administrators
in using Postfix to connect an office email server to an ISP. The Postfix email software package is in
widely used on the Internet without any books documenting how to install, configure, and operate the
email server. This book will provide all the information needed to run Postfix effectively and
efficiently.
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IMAP (the Internet Message Access Protocol) allows clients to access their email on a remote server,
whether from the office, a remote location, or a cell phone or other device. IMAP is powerful and
flexible, but it's also complicated to set up; it's more difficult to implement than POP3 and more errorprone for both client and server. The Book of IMAP offers a detailed introduction to IMAP and POP3, the
two protocols that govern all modern mail servers and clients. You'll learn how the protocols work as
well as how to install, configure, and maintain the two most popular open source mail systems, Courier
and Cyrus. Authors Peer Heinlein and Peer Hartleben have set up hundreds of mail servers and offer
practical hints about troubleshooting errors, migration, filesystem tuning, cluster setups, and password
security that will help you extricate yourself from all sorts of tricky situations. You'll also learn
how to: * Create and use shared folders, virtual domains, and user quotas * Authenticate user data with
PAM, MySQL, PostgreSQL, and LDAP * Handle heavy traffic with load balancers and proxies * Use built-in
tools for server analysis, maintenance, and repairs * Implement complementary webmail clients like
Squirrelmail and Horde/IMP * Set up and use the Sieve email filter Thoroughly commented references to
the POP and IMAP protocols round out the book, making The Book of IMAP an essential resource for even
the most experienced system administrators.
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings of liberty in a free
State—and having at the end of that time been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until
happily rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve years—it has been suggested
that an account of my life and fortunes would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Be more productive and make your life easier. That's what LDAP System Administration is all about.System
administrators often spend a great deal of time managing configuration information located on many
different machines: usernames, passwords, printer configurations, email client configurations, and
network filesystem configurations, to name a few. LDAPv3 provides tools for centralizing all of the
configuration information and placing it under your control. Rather than maintaining several
administrative databases (NIS, Active Directory, Samba, and NFS configuration files), you can make
changes in only one place and have all your systems immediately "see" the updated
information.Practically platform independent, this book uses the widely available, open source OpenLDAP
2 directory server as a premise for examples, showing you how to use it to help you manage your
configuration information effectively and securely. OpenLDAP 2 ships with most Linux® distributions and
Mac OS® X, and can be easily downloaded for most Unix-based systems. After introducing the workings of a
directory service and the LDAP protocol, all aspects of building and installing OpenLDAP, plus key
ancillary packages like SASL and OpenSSL, this book discusses: Configuration and access control
Distributed directories; replication and referral Using OpenLDAP to replace NIS Using OpenLDAP to manage
email configurations Using LDAP for abstraction with FTP and HTTP servers, Samba, and Radius
Interoperating with different LDAP servers, including Active Directory Programming using Net::LDAP If
you want to be a master of your domain, LDAP System Administration will help you get up and running
quickly regardless of which LDAP version you use. After reading this book, even with no previous LDAP
experience, you'll be able to integrate a directory server into essential network services such as mail,
DNS, HTTP, and SMB/CIFS.
A guide to using Postfix covers such topics as filtering spam and viruses, authenticating users,
encrypting with TLC, and setting up mail gateways.
Computer manufacturing is--after cars, energy production and illegal drugs--the largest industry in the
world, and it's one of the last great success stories in American business. Accidental Empires is the
trenchant, vastly readable history of that industry, focusing as much on the astoundingly odd
personalities at its core--Steve Jobs, Bill Gates, Mitch Kapor, etc. and the hacker culture they spawned
as it does on the remarkable technology they created. Cringely reveals the manias and foibles of these
men (they are always men) with deadpan hilarity and cogently demonstrates how their neuroses have shaped
the computer business. But Cringely gives us much more than high-tech voyeurism and insider gossip. From
the birth of the transistor to the mid-life crisis of the computer industry, he spins a sweeping,
uniquely American saga of creativity and ego that is at once uproarious, shocking and inspiring.
Examines the theme, characters, plot, style and technique of nineteenth- and twentieth-century works by
prominent authors from around the world.
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